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The Importance of Having Heroes 
Action Sheet 

 

Assuming you have read the blog or listened to the podcast and are now 
convinced of and clear on the value of having heroes, here is a handy worksheet 
to help you figure out who yours are. 

First what are your values? 

£ truth 
£ loyalty 
£ courage 
£ innovation 
£ fairness 
£ justice 
£ generosity 
£ compassion 
£ humour 
£ vision 

£ reciprocity 
£ safety 
£ beauty 
£ protection 
£ equanimity 
£ reconciliation 
£ forgiveness 
£ grace 
£ mercy 

 

 

You might think, "Those all sound great". Yes, but which would you fight for? 
Which, when violated or neglected, would upset you the most? Which do you find 
many of your efforts being motivated by? And there are more values than listed 
above, but boil them down to one word, not "I really care about animals" for 
instance. What about the animals is the most important to you? What upsets you 
the most? Motivates you the most? "I hate when animals are mistreated." Ok, so is 
it justice, compassion, where do you want to jump in and help and how? "I want to 
heal them". Ok, so healing is your value. "I want to get charges pressed against 
people who abuse animals", ok, so then justice is your value. Does it play out in 
other areas of your life? That time someone was rude to a little old lady at the 
movies and you got mad? Or that time you....  

Which would you fight for? __________________________________________ 

Which would upset you the most? ____________________________________ 
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Which do you find many of your efforts being motivated by? 

Where do you want to jump in and help and how? 

Does it play out in other areas of your life? 

Look back at what has riled you up and when it wasn't personal, it wasn't your ego, 
it had nothing to do with you. It could have been on the news, or happening to a 
stranger. This will also tell you your values. And you might be thinking, so what 
Kate? These values will uncover or guide you to your heroes. 

What field of life pulls you to action for the greater good the most? 

£ health & wellness 
£ business 
£ human rights 
£ environment and nature 
£ animals 
£ children 
£ women’s rights 
£ arts 
£ community building 
£ beauty 
£ truth 
£ spirituality 
£ sciences 
£ history 
£ invention 
£ something else: _________________ 

And who in those fields embodies your values checked off above? If you don’t 
know right away, ask yourself who do you already like? List them below. 

1) ______________________________________________________________ 
2) ______________________________________________________________ 
3) ______________________________________________________________ 
4) ______________________________________________________________ 
5) ______________________________________________________________ 

There could be more but let’s start with a modest 5. Now, what do you value about 
them the most? Write next to their name. 
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Great! And if you couldn’t think of any or any in the field you are passionate about, 
then research, find your heroes! Google who the top 5 people are in your field of 
passion, any awards or honours in that field given to who, any controversies in 
your field, most important issues in your field and who advocates for them or 
exemplifies the best of your field. Talk to people in your field of passion, find the 
topic on Facebook and other social media or new magazines and follow to get 
acquainted with who is in your field and who embodies your values. 

I have heard countless stories of people who reached out to their heroes, telling 
them how much they admire and appreciate their contribution in the world, and 
were rewarded for their passion and admiration with some support or 
encouragement for their hero. The most recent story I have heard like that is Neil 
deGrasse Tyson, the famous scientist, host of the wildly popular reboot of the 
Cosmos TV series, now hosted on Netflix. The original version of the show was on 
TV in the 1980’s by famous and respected scientist Carl Sagan. Neil deGrasse 
Tyson as a teenager was a huge fan of Sagan’s, who was a professor at Cornell 
University at the time that Neil reached out as a fan with a letter of appreciation. 
DeGrasse remembers fondly in his introduction to the new Cosmos show that 
because of that letter, Sagan invited him to come visit him at Cornell and 
encouraged his interest in science. Would have deGrasse gone on to be a famous 
scientist in his own right had it not been for Sagan’s encouragement? Perhaps. But 
would he have gone on to greatness without heroes at all? Unlikely. To repeat the 
maxim “We stand on the shoulders of giants” shows how much heroes are needed 
for our growth.  

I hope you find, uncover, or reconnect with your heroes that embody and are an 
emblem for not only your values, but what greatness lies in you. 

Until next time, 
Mojo up! 

 

PS. Be sure to post your heroes at my Facebook Group MojoNation with #myhero 
and search the hashtag and get ideas from group members about other heroes! 


